The question “How far did the Nazis Party have a beneficial impact on people’s lives in Germany from 1933-1939.” Can be argued in two different ways, a non-beneficial side but on the other hand a beneficial side. On the beneficial side the Nazis lowered the unemployment quite a lot as in October 1929, after the treaty of Versailles, “only 1,400,000 Germans were unemployed. Within two years the figure has risen to over 6,000,000. Hunger and poverty were widespread and people had to beg for food.” The Nazis Party aimed to change this and in which they did. They managed to lower to unemployment down to 300,000 by 1939. The way he did that was not very beneficial to all Germans as he kicked Jews out of jobs and he did the same to women, as they weren’t included in the unemployment graphs. If he had done it in a more beneficial way the Nazis Party might have been considered as a somewhat beneficial party that helped the people of Germany. Overall the Nazis Party was non-beneficial for the people of Germany between the years of 1933-1939.

One of the many ways that the Nazis party were non-beneficial is that they discriminated lots of group, genders, races and religions. They mainly discriminated the German Women and the Jews. Hitler wanted a male ruled world where the male race was supreme. This also included black people who were also restricted to what they could do. We can see this in “In every part of Germany, synagogues were set on fire and Jewish shops were destroyed” this was reported by the Times in 1938 and we can see the Hitler wanted his own race and no other as he thought his race was The piece of evidence, relates to my point because, Hitler wanted to remove Jews from society so he tried to do slowly and without gaining much attention as at first it started off by him banning Jews from working then banning them to buy certain items. When some of the Jews didn’t leave he got his children, children from Hitler Youth to attack Jewish shops and synagogues to try and show there power over the Jews. Supreme we can see that here “Lebensborn was a maternity home for unmarried mothers. Aryan women would meet SS officers here, in the hope of having pure children, i.e. pure Aryans.” From BBC Bitesize. This was a rule made in 1936. In my second source we can see that Hitler wanted everyone to be from a Aryan race so he made un married Aryan mothers meet with Aryan men to have children from the Aryan race this really restricted Aryan people on who they could marry and have children with as a Aryan mother could make a ‘pure’ child. This is very un-beneficial for both the Jew and Aryan mothers as they don’t get a choice on what they could do and who they could marry due to Hitler’s, overruling power. This is not the way people would want to live and they should not live like this. The Nazis party cannot be classified as a beneficial party in Germany from the years 1933-1939.